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Extension of the Berlekamp-Massey 
Algorithm to N Dimensions* 
SHOJIRO SAKATA 
Department of‘ Produclion Systems Engineering, 
Toyohash: lJnirer.Ci~ o/‘ Technology, Tempaku, Towhashi 440, Japan 
We present an algorithm for finding a minimal set of linear recurring relations 
which are valid for a given n-dimensional array over any field, where the “mini- 
mality” is defined with respect to the partial order over the n-dimensional lattice. 
The algorithm is an extension of our two-dimensional version of the 
BerlekampMassey algorithm to more than two dimensions. The n-dimensional 
theory is based on more general concepts which can be reduced into those of the 
two-dimensional theory in the previous paper. In a typical case, the resulting set of 
polynomials characterizing the minimal linear recurring relations proves to be a 
Groebner basis of the ideal defined by the array, and consequently the structure of 
an n-dimensional linear feedback shift register with the minimum number of storage 
devices which can generate the array is determined by it. ‘Fl 1990 Academic Press. 1~. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the previous paper (Sakata, 1988), we gave an extension of the 
BerlekampMassey algorithm (Berlekamp, 1968; Massey, 1969) to two 
dimensions. By it we can find a minimal set of linear recurring (LR) 
relations which are valid for a given two-dimensional (2D) array over any 
finite field. In particular, if the 2D array is doubly periodic, the minimal set 
of LR relations just coincides with a Groebner basis of the polynomial 
ideal (Buchberger, 1970, 1985) which is defined by the given array. In this 
case, we can construct a 2D linear feedback shift register (LFSR) capable 
of generating the array on the basis of the connection polynomials which 
just constitute the Groebner basis of the ideal (Sakata, 1989). In the pre- 
vious algorithm, its geometrical simplicity in the 2D space is fully 
exploited, which itself cannot be extended straightforwardly to more than 
two dimensions. 
In this paper we present a general version of the algorithm in any (more 
than one) dimension. In case of two dimensions, this algorithm is reduced 
* This paper was presented in part at the IEEE International Symposium of Information 
Theory, Kobe, June 1988. 
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to a more simplified version of the original 2D algorithm. We use some 
more general concepts and terminologies which are different from those of 
the 2D theory in the previous paper, since they are suitable for the 
rz-dimensional description. All the proofs of lemmas and theorems except a 
few similar ones are newly presented, many of which cannot be derived 
automatically from the 2D versions. To make clear the intuitive meanings 
of several basic concepts, we often invoke 3D or 2D examples. The 
n-dimensional (nD) algorithm is useful not only for constructing 
nD LFSRs capable of generating nD periodic arrays (Imai, 1976; 
MacWilliams et ul., 1976; Sakata, 1978; Homer et uf., 1985), in particular, 
implementing encoders of nD cyclic codes which are also called Abelian 
codes (MacWilliams, 1970; Ikai et al., 1976; Imai, 1977; Sakata, 1981), but 
also for identifying nD discrete linear shift-invariant systems (Justice, 1977; 
Marzetta, 1980; Prabhu er al., 1982; Chaparro et at., 1982; Bose, 1985a, 
1985b; Sakata, 1988). 
The contents of this paper are as follows. In Section 2, we introduce 
several preliminary concepts which are necessary to formulate our problem 
exactly. Some of them are natural extensions from the 2D case dealt with 
in our previous papers (Sakata, 1978, 1981, 1988). In Section 3, we give 
some fundamental lemmas, one of which motivates the concept of 
“excluded point set” for an array. That concept just suggests our main 
definition of “minimal polynomial set” for the given array in Section 4, 
where several lemmas and theorems ensuring the correctness of our nD 
Berlekamp algorithm are derived. In Section 5, the whole description of our 
algorithm accompanied with an example of computation and its perfor- 
mance are presented. Section 6 is devoted to showing the complete class of 
minimal polynomial sets and the relationship to the Groebner basis. An 
example of 3D LFSR is shown there. Concluding remarks are in Section 7. 
Our notation is summarized in Appendix 1; The proofs of all lemmas 
(Lemmas 1-9) are in Appendix 2, and that of Theorem 4 is in Appendix 3. 
2. ARRAYS AND LINEAR RECURRING RELATIONS 
Our main concern is in n-dimensional (nD) arrays over a field K. To 
be precise, we begin with introducing the nD lattice C, defined as the 
set of all n-tuples of nonnegative integers: C, := Z;. An element 
x = (x,, x*, . . . , x,) E ,X0 is called “point,” and sometimes it is identified with 
the power product zx := z;‘,-;?. ..z?, where ; := (z,, . . . . z,) is an n-tuple of 
independent variables - i, , . ..) zn and x, E Z, is the ith coordinate of x. For 
any subset I-c .EO, an nD array (or, for simplicity, an “array”) over the 
field K with the support I-,, := I- is a mapping u from r into K, and it is 
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written as u = (u.,), where the image U, := u(x), x E r, is the “value” of u 
at x. 
To scan an array, i.e., to generate or check successively the values of the 
array, we introduce a fixed total ordering < T (6 T) over C, (Buchberger, 
1985) which is admissible in the sense that it satisfies the conditions: 
(1) for any pE,EO, 0 := (0, . . . . O)B7p; 
(2) for p,q,rECO, if pcrq, then p+r<,q+r, 
where p d T q implies that either p < T q or p = q. In the examples of this 
paper, we will take the total degree ordering < 7-delined by 
P=(P,) <.g=(qi)iffeitherZl,i,.p,<C,,,,,qior . . .\ 
P I<~<nPizzl<j<rjqi) A (ji)((l GiGn) . . 
A (Pi<qi,Pi+l=qi+l,...,Pn=qn)). 
For a point XEC,, we have the unique “next” point w.r.t. the total order- 
ing < T, which is denoted as “x + 1” symbolically. Over C,, we have the 
partial ordering < (< ) defined as usual: 
X=(Xj)<y=(yi) iffxi~y,,iEZ:={l,...,n}; 
x < y iff both x < y and x # y hold, 
and the vector sum and difference of x = (xi), y = ( yi) E C,: 
x + y := (x, + 4’J and x - y := (x, - y,). 
(We sometimes allow that x- y$C, for x, ~EC,,, i.e., x - y ELY := Z”.) 
For .sEC,, let 
c,:= {XEC,IS<X}, I-, := {XEC,IX<S}. (1) 
(For SEC, we sometimes consider ,E, := (XE C/ s < x) and r, := 
{.x~.L~x<s}.) Furthermore, for s, PECK s.t. s < r~, let 
z; := {XE&l”dX < Tp}. (2) 
In particular, 
cp:=zgp= {XEC,lX <TP}. (3) 
(See Fig. 1.) An array u with the support r,=Cp is written as up, and if 
q Q T p, then a4 is the restriction (truncation) of u = up within ,?Yq. An array 
u with the support r, = E0 is called a “perfect” array. 
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FIG. I. Subsets of Z,: C,. r,, Zf, and 1” (in the 2D case) 
EXAMPLE 1. An example of a 3D array u over K= GF(2) with the 
support Z’5,0, ’ ) is shown in Fig. 2, where the total degree ordering < ,is 
taken and X:=X,, JJ:=.Y~, z := x3. This is a part of a triply periodic 3D 
array with the fundamental period vectors (4,0,0), (2, 3,0), and (0,4,2) 
(Sakata, 1978), whose period is 
4 0 0 
det 2 3 0 = 24. 
0 4 2 
x+y+z: 0 1 2 3 4 
u: 1 1 0 1 1 
0 1 11 01 11 
111 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0101 1111 
01010 
x+y+z : 5 6 
1 0 
01 1* 
0 
u: 
0 0 
1. 
1010 1 
11111 0 ,L 
000000 0 
1 
FIG. 2. Example of a 3D array u=up over K= GF(2), p= (5,O. 1) 
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We explore any linear recurring relations (or constant-coefficient 
homogeneous linear partial finite-difference equations) which are satisfied 
by a given array. It is convenient to represent any linear recurring relation 
by an n-variate polynomial fe K[z], where K[z] := K[z,, . . . . z,] is the 
n-variate polynomial ring over K. Any polynomial f~ K[z] can be written 
as 
f= c fr=', 
1: E r, 
(4) 
where I-, is a finite subset of C, s.t. f,(E K) # 0 for x E r”.. The maximum 
element (w.r.t. < T) of r, is called the “degree” of f and written as Deg(f) 
or s = s/, which corresponds to the head term f,z' off (Jr # 0). Correspond- 
ing to a polynomial f with Deg( f) = s, we consider a linear recurring (LR) 
relation at a point x E C, for an array U: 
(5) 
where s is specified implicitly by f in the left-hand expression. 
EXAMPLE 2. For the array u in Example 1, f = xy + z + y satisfies 
f[u],=Oatq=(l, l,O),whereDeg(f)=(l, l,O)andx=x,,y=x,,,-=x3. 
For an array u = up, a polynomial f with Deg( f) = s is said to be “valid” 
(up to p) iff either p < T s or f [u] I = 0, x E 2:. The set of all valid poly- 
nomials for an array u is denoted as VALPOL(u). In particular, for any 
perfect array, we have 
LEMMA 1. Zf u is a perJect array, VALPOL(u) = {f E K[z] /f [u], = 0, 
XE~,, ~=Deg(f)) is an ideal in K[z]. 
(The proofs of all lemmas are in Appendix 2.) The ideal mentioned in 
Lemma 1 is called the “maximum ideal” of u and is denoted as Z(U) 
(Sakata, 1978, 1981). One of our goals is to find a Groebner basis of Z(u). 
3. EXCLUDED POINT SET AND MAXIMAL Ex-POLYNOMIALS 
From now on we will assume a fixed finite array u = up. The following 
lemma is our starting point. 
LEMMA 2. Let Des(f) =s. If f EVALPOL(U“) and f[u],#O for a 
point q ( < T p), then there exists no polynomial g ct. g e VALPOL(uY+ ‘) 
and Deg( g) Q q -s, where q + 1 is the next point of q. 
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Remark. f E VALPOL( uy+ ‘) implies that f[u], =O, but f E 
VALPOL(u”) does not. 
The point r E C, at which f fails to be valid for the first time is called 
“order” off (w.r.t. the array U) and written as Ord(f). Lemma 2 suggests 
introduction of a finite subset of Z,: 
d,(u,) := i,j A, f, (6) 
r. I E z;i 
where 
A r-1 :=r, ,(={xECO1x<r-f)), if there exists a polynomial g 
with Deg( g) = t and Ord( g) = r, 
:= a, otherwise 
DEFINITION 1. d,(u“) is called the “excluded point set” of uq. Let C be 
the set of maximal points in d,(u,) and G be the set of polynomials g with 
Deg( g) = t and Ord( g) = r s.t. c = r - t E C. G and C are called a “maximal 
ex-polynomial set” and the “maximal ex-point set” of uy, respectively. (In 
the 2D case, an excluded point set d,(u*) looks like in Fig. 3.) 
Motivated by the above definition and the Groebner basis theory 
(Buchberger, 1970, 1985; Sakata, 1981), we consider whether there exists 
for any s~Z,/d,(u,) a polynomial f E VALPOL(u”) with Deg(f) = s, 
where / denotes the set difference operator. In particular, we investigate any 
FIG. 3. Excluded point set d,(uq) in the 2D case. 
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“minimal” polynomial A where the “minimality” implies that Deg(f) is 
minimal in C,/dP(uy) (w.r.t. the partial ordering <). 
Before formulating our major problem exactly, we introduce some addi- 
tional terminologies. A finite subset S of C, is called a “nondegenerate set” 
(of points) iff, for any s E S, there exists no other point t E S s.t. s d t. For 
a nondegenerate set S c I,,, every point s E S is minimal (w.r.t. the partial 
ordering < ) in the subset of Z0 defined by 
On the other hand, every point s E S is maximal (w.r.t. < ) in a subset of 
To defined in a dual manner by 
rs := IJ r,y. (8) 
.\ t s 
The following lemma suggests the duality between the two kinds of subsets. 
LEMMA 3. For any nondegenerate set SC C,, there exists a unique non- 
degenerate set Cc CO s.t. Tc = CO/C,. Conversely, for a nondegenerate set 
C, there exists a unique nondegenerate set S s.t. .Z:, = ,ZO/rc. 
The above relation is denoted as St- C and S is said to be “adjoined” 
to C. (See Fig. 4.) We remark that C may contain several “infinite” points 
which have some coordinates equal to cc. Furthermore, if S contains any 
point s s.t. si= 0 for some ie I= { 1, . . . . n}, then we allow C to contain a 
point c E C, s.t. ci= - 1, cj = cc (j# i), which is denoted as cc’). Let 
C,, := {c”’ 1 i E Z} c C. Thus, for any s E S and i E Z, there exists at least one 
c E c s.t. 
sj=c,+ 1, s, < c, (j Z 4 (9) 
where the above relation is denoted by s t c, and s is said to be “adjoined” 
to c; The integer i is written as i(s, c). Conversely, for any finite c E C and 
ie Z, there exists s E S s.t. i = i(s, c). Therefore, we have a subset 
C,:= {CEC~SI-c} of Cfor each sESand a subset S,:= (s~Sls+cf of 
S for each c E C. Trivially, fc A C, is a finite subset of .Z:, iff every point 
in C is either finite or outside of Z,,. 
Remark. In the 2D case, for each s E S there exist just two points c’s s.t. 
st- c as shown in Fig. 5, where either s, = c, + 1, s2 < c2 or s, cc,, 
s,=c,+ 1. 
For p EC, and a couple of nondegenerate sets S and C s.t. S+-- C, let 
p-s:= {p-SEC,I SES} and p-C:= {p-CEC~CEC}. The set p-C 
sometimes may contain some points outside of Z,,. Then, we have 
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I 
i 
s2 
valley eclge 
---- hill edge 
FIG. 4. Adjoinedness s’* .Y’, s’ + c in the 3D case 
FIG. 5. Adjoinedness s I- c in the 2D case. 
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75: 0 
Y  . . . . . 
X0... 
vi= 
x o . . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . . 
ci’.” . . . . r- *... . . . . . . . . .. 
0 ES, x EC, *=p 
FIG. 6. Nondegenerate sets S and C s.t. S c C in the 3D case. 
EXAMPLE 3. For n=3, let S= {(2,0,0), (1, l,O), (O,O, l)} and 
p=(2, 1, 1). Th en, C=((l,O,O), (O,oo,O)}uC, (See Fig.6), p-S= 
{CO, 1, 11, (l,O, 11, (2, LO)}, p-C=((l, 1, l), (2, -arci. l), (3, -co-co), 
(-Co, 2, --a), (-co, -co,2)). For example, for s=(l, l,O), C,,= 
{(I, O,O), (0, 0, O), (Q a, - l,).. 
4. INDEPENDENT POINT SET AND MINIMAL POLYNOMIALS 
Now we focus our attention on a set of polynomials f~ VALPOL(u) 
whose Deg(f) is minimal (w.r.t. <) among VALPOL(u). 
DEFINITION 2. A finite subset F of K[z] and a finite subset S of Co are 
called a “minimal polynomial set” and the “minimal degree set” of an array 
U, respectively, iff the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) PC VALPOL(u); 
(2) S := (s = Deg(f) 1 f~ F} is a nondegenerate set; 
(3) there exists no polynomial g s.t. gE VALPOL(u) and 
Deg(g)Ed(F) :=X,/C,. 
In the above definition, we remark that, although F is not always unique 
for u, S and d(F) are unique for U. Thus, d(F) is written also as d(u), 
which is called the “independent point set” of u, and the class of minimal 
polynomial sets F’s for u is written as FF(u), which is not empty if u = up, 
PEE,. Furthermore, it is easy to see that, if p 3 rq and uy = (u~)~, 
d(up)?d(uy). For any perfect array U, we have 
LEMMA 5. If u is a perfect array, then FE FF(u) is a Groebner basis of 
I(u) = VALPOL( u). 
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For any array u = up, we necessarily have the inclusion d,(uy) s d(uq). In 
the following discussions we will show that, in fact, the identity 
d,(dq = d(P) (10) 
holds for any q E Cp + ’ and give an algorithm for finding FE FF(u”) at each 
9ez pf’ iteratively. For that purpose, we take an inductive reasoning w.r.t. 
qEc pf’ in the total ordering < 7. At the beginning, for q = 0, we can take 
F= { 1) E FF(u’), S= {0}, G= {O, . . . . 0}, C= C, and we have d(uO)= 
d,(u’) = @. From the discussions in the previous section, it follows that the 
identity (10) holds iff there exists a couple of polynomial sets (F, G) corre- 
sponding to a couple of nondegenerate sets (S, C) s.t. 
(I) Fc VALPOL(uY) and, for each SE S, there exists a polynomial 
f‘~ F with Deg(f) = s; 
(2) ~c”~o=~o/~,, in other words, S is adjoined to C= 
jc=Ord(g)-J%(g) I gEG)UC,, where every g E G corresponding to 
an infinite c(j) E C, is defined to be the constant polynomial 0. 
F and G are a minimal polynomial set and a maximal ex-polynomial set of 
u = uy, respectively; S and C are the minimal degree set and the maximal 
ex-point set of 24 = uq, respectively. 
Now, on assuming that, at a point q E Zp, the identity ( 10) holds and 
that the above condition is satisfied with F, G and S, C, we explore a mini- 
mal polynomial set F+ E FF(u”’ ‘) and the minimal degree set S+ together 
with a maximal ex-polynomial set G+ and the maximal ex-point set Cf at 
the next point q + 1. Some polynomials f in F may be valid also at q. Thus, 
let 
F,:= {~EFIJ‘[u]~=O)., 
FN:=F/Fc.:=jf~Flf[iJq=d,#O}; 
S,, := {Deg(f)lfE FL,) s S, 
S,:=S/S,= {Deg(f)/fEFNi. 
Trivially, F, G Ft. If F c VALPOL( uq+ ’ ), i.e., F= F,, then we need have 
nothing to do at this point, i.e., d(uYf’) =dJu4+ ‘), G+ = G, and 
F+ = FE FF(zP+‘). Otherwise, we must have some method to get each 
polynomial fCin F+/F, s.t. Deg(f+) E S+, where, in view of Lemma 2, 
G+ and C+ can be determined from F, and S, on the basis of G and C, 
and S+ is defined from C+ as in Lemma 3. To obtain F+, we define max 
(x, y) := r = (r;) and min(x, v) := s = (si) for x, y E Co by 
r, := max{x,, yi), iEZ= {l,...,“}; 
s, := min{s,, I!,), 
(11) 
i E I. 
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mir4x.y) 
Ll 
Y 
X 
max(x,y) 
FIG. 7. max(x, y) and min(x. y) in the 2D case. 
(See Fig. 7.) We remark that, if p > x, y, max(p - x, p - y) = 
p - mix(x, y). Therefore, max(s, p - q + 1) = p - min( p - s, q - t). In view 
of this idenity, we have 
LEMMA 6. Let p > T q and J g E K[z], Deg(f) = s, Deg( g) = t. If 
f has Ord(f) = p, i.e. f[ul, = d,( ZO), 
g has Ord( g) = q, i.e. g[ul, = d,( #Oh 
then the polynomial 
h := h(f, g) :=z’+“f- (d,ld,) z’Pp+qP’g (12) 
satisfies the condition that h E VALPOL(uP+ ‘), where r is defined by 
and Deg( h) = r. 
r := max(s, p-q + t) 
In the above, we remark that p - q + t may not be within C,, but r E C,. 
The above construction of a new valid polynomial h from f and g is called 
“Berlekamp procedure” (See Fig. 8). In our context, we can take a couple 
of f E FN and g E G. In case of g = 0 corresponding to an infinite c(‘) E C, , 
the Berlekamp procedure is reduced to the “subsidiary procedure”: 
r:=s+(p,-sj+l)e’; 
h := z’-“f, 
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(a) 
/F\ 
/ 1’ I ‘\ 
A 
! \ 
q-t . q : 
(b) 
FIG. 8. Berlekamp procedures in the 3D case: (a) Case of pI-.TI>q1-(,. 
JI~-s~<~~-~~. and pl-s,<q,-f,; (b) Case of p,-s,>q,-1,. p~-.%>q?-->, and 
p3 - 33 < q3 - f3. 
where ei= (Sj) E C, is the ith unit vector. We remark that each component 
I, of r is given by ri = pi + 1, r, = s, (j # i). (See Fig. 9). 
On constructing every f’ E F+/F, by using the Berlekamp procedure 
(or the subsidiary procedure), we must distinguish between the two cases: 
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(p,+ 
FIG. 9. r=s+(p,-s,+ 1)e’ (i= 1) in the 2D case 
(A) de(uy+ ‘) = d(P); (B) d,(P+‘) 3 d(P). In view of Lemma 2, the 
case (B) occurs iff there exists a couple f’, f 2 E F, s.t. 
Deg(J‘l I+ Degff’) 6 4. (13) 
Thus, for each sf := Deg(f), f E F, we are led to introducing a subset of C, 
defined by 
sf+d(uy):= (sf+y(yEd(u”)j, (14) 
(See Fig. 10) which has the property that, if f~ FN does not satisfy 
qESf+ d(u*), there exists no polynomial f’ E F’ s.t. Deg(f+) = Deg(f). 
On the other hand, if f~ F, satisfies the condition that q E sf+ d(u’), 
there exists at least one ex-polynomial gc G s.t. the corresponding 
c = Ord( g) - Deg( g) satisfies S/G q - c. Consequently, in view of Lemma 6, 
we have f + := h(f, g) E F+ s.t. Deg(f + ) = Deg(f). From the above discus- 
sions, we have 
THEOREM 1. Let FEFF(u”), F+ E FF(zP+‘), and f E FN. There exists 
f’ E F’ s.t. Deg(f + ) = Deg(f) iff q E Deg(f) + d(P). 
We remark that the condition mentioned in Theorem 1’ can be rephrased 
as follows: the set CayPs:= {cEClc>q-s} is not empty for s=sP Thus, 
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FIG. 10. s+d in the 2D case 
if every f~ FN with Des(f) = s satisfies the condition that C,,-,, is not 
empty, we have d,(uY+ ‘) = .4,(zP) = d(P) = d(uY+ I). 
On the other hand, if there exists a polynomial f~ F, s.t. q $ s, + A(d), 
we have, in view of Lemma 2. 
A (u”+‘)=A(uy)u C ( u 
/t FNN 
(15) 
where 
A nondegenerate set S+ s.t. Z,+ :=CO/AJuyt ‘) is defined. For each 
s+ Es+, we must explore f’ E I;+ s.t. Deg(f’ ) = s+. If S+ = SE S, i.e., 
q E s + A(zP), then we can get f’ E F+ s.t. Deg(f + ) = s+ by the Berlekamp 
procedure as shown in Theorem 1. Let s+ E (S’jS) n C, for some s E S,. 
Then, it is obvious that s <s+, and that s+ must be minimal in 
C, n r4 - SNN, where SNN := {s=Deg(f)ESIfEF,,}. Such a point S+ is 
either of the following two kinds. 
LEMMA 7. Zf s cs+, then s+=q-c or max(q-c,s) for some cGC. 
(See Fig. 11.) 
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FIG. 11. (a) si =q--c in the 2D case. (b) s+ =max(q-c,s) in the 2D case. 
For both kinds of new minimal points S+ E S+, we have the two lemmas, 
where we introduce the following subsets of I := { iI 1 d i < n}: 
zs>q--c := {i~s;>q,-ci}, 
ZJ<Y-< := {iISi<qj-Ci}, 
zszy-‘ := (i(si=q;-c,); 
zs;ypr :=(i~3aEC,S.t.i=i(S,a),q-ccd}, 
zc;q--s:= (i13tEScS.t. i=i(t, c), l<q-S), 
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LEMMA 8. Let cECn7ry. S+ := q - c is minimal in z,+/S !ff the,follow- 
ing conditions are satisfied: 
(1) 3sES,s.t. s<q-c, i.e., I,,ypc =@; 
(2) z,.:,~,'z,<,-,.(zIZI); 
(3) z.,;q-<.- rUzr:y --., +<.3z,,=y-‘. 
LEMMA 9. Let SE S, and c E C. s + := max(q - c, s)( fs, q-c) is mini- 
mat in C,-/S and s + I---- q - c [ff the following conditions are satisifed: 
(3) L- ‘.uzr:y--.,+clz.,=y~~. 
Remark. In case of n = 2, the above result is simplified into the follow- 
ing statements: 
(A) Let CEC~Z,. S+ = q - c is minimal in C, ,/S iff the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(1) there exists .FES st. s<q-cc; 
(2) if qi-c,=s, for some ieZ:= 11, 2), then either there exists 
a E C, s.t. i = i(s, a), q - c - ei 6 a or there exists t E S, n S,. st. 
i = i(t, c), s < q - t -t e’ (in this case, there also exists t E S, n S,. 
s.t. s < q - t). 
(B) Let SES, and CEC. s’= max(q - c, s) is minimal in z,Yi /S iff 
there exists a quartet of i, ZE Z, a E C,7 and t E S, n S, s.t. i # j, i = i(s, a), 
j=i(t,c), q-c<a, s<q-t. (See Fig. 12.) 
The above cases (A) and (B) correspond respectively to the cases B and 
C- F in the proof of Theorem 2 of the previous paper (Sakata, 1988). 
About the adjoinedness of S’ to C+, we have 
COROLLARY 1. Let s E S,v and S+ = q - c > s. Then, 
(1) q-tee+ ands’bq-tfor each tESNnS, satisfying either of 
the following conditions : 
(a) there exists i E Z s.t. i = i(t, c), s < q - t + e’ and there exists no 
a E C,y s.t. q - f < a; 
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FIG. 12. s,tESandc,aECs.t.q-c~a,s~q-1,s~rr,I~c(inthe2D), 
(b) there exists a couple of i E I and a E C,Y s.t. i = i(s, a), 
q-c-e’da, a<q-t; 
(c) there exists i E 1 s.t. i = i( t, c), s < q - t; 
(2) a E C+ and S+ +- a for each a E C, satisfying either of the follow- 
ing conditions: 
(a) there exists a couple of i E I and t E S, n S,. s.t. i = i(t, c), 
s<q-t+e’, q-t6a; 
(b) there exists ie I s.t. i = i(s, a), q - c - ei 6 a, and there exists no 
tESNnS,. s.t. a<q-t. 
COROLLARY 2. Let s+ := max(q - c, s) and s+ #q-c, s. Then, 
(1) q-tsC+ ands’bq-tforeach tESNnS,,satisfyingeitherof 
the following conditions: 
(a) there exists i E I s.t. i = i( t, c), s < q - t + e’, and there exists no 
a E C, s.t. q - t < a; 
(b) there exists a couple of iE I and aE C, s.t. i= i(s, a), 
q-c-e’<a, a<q-t; 
(c) there exists i E I s.t. i = i(t, c), s 6 q - t; 
(2) a E C+ and s + + a for each a E C, satisfying either of the follow- 
ing conditions: 
(a) there exists a couple of ie I and t E S, n S,. s.t. i = i(t, c), 
sdq-t+e’, q-t<a; 
643.84,2-7 
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(b) there exists iE I s.t. i = i(s, a), q - c - ei < a, and there exists no 
tES,nS,. s.t. a<q-t. 
(c) there exists iEIs.t. i=i(s,a), q-c<a. 
To get polynomials ,I” with Deg(f’ ) = s+ mentioned in Lemma 7 (or 
more precisely in Lemmas 8/9), we can use the Berlekamp procedure 
f’ = h(f, g), where g is the ex-polynomial corresponding to c mentioned 
in Lemmas 8/9. 
Thus, S+ = (S/S,.,,,) u {q - c / c E C satisfying the condition in 
Lemma 8) u jmax(q - c, s) 1 c E C, s E S,, satisfying the condition in 
Lemma 91, and we can obtain a polynomial f’ E Ft s.t. Deg(f+) = S+ for 
each s+ ES+. Thus, we obtain a minimal polynomial set F+ of z.P+ ’ as 
well as the minimal degree set St. Consequently, we have just completed 
the proof of the identity (10) at q+ 1, i.e., A,(u~+‘)=A(u~+~). Further- 
more, we also have a couple of G+ cK[z] and C+ CC, s.t. 
T,+ = A(uq+ ‘) = Z,/C,T+. S ummarizing the discussions in this section, we 
have 
THEOREM 2. For any q 6 r p, A( uq) = A,(P), i.e., the minimal degree set 
S of uy is adjoined to the maximal ex-point set C of uy, and we can obtain 
a couple of a minimal polynomial set F and a maximal ex-polynomial set G 
ofu4. 
5. ALGORITHM AND ITS PERFORMANCE 
In the previous section, we have found an algorithm for obtaining 
iteratively a couple of a minimal polynomial set and a maximal ex-polyno- 
mial set of a given array u = up. During the process of executing the algo- 
rithm, we update the following data, if necessary, at every point q E Zg + ‘: 
F=F,uF,EFF(u~),S=~S,=D~~(~)/~EF}=S,US,~; 
GcK[z],C={c=c,(=Ord(g)-Deg(g))I gEG}uC,, 
D= {d=d,EKl gEG;; 
ISCLSX c, 
where IFI = ISI, /GI = ICI = IDI, and A := A(uy) = CO/C, = r,.; (s, c) E ISC 
iff s + c. We remark that I:= IFI and m := ICI depend on q, and that A is 
nondecreasing when q increases w.r.t. < T. In the following, “+” and “t” 
imply respectively “insert” and “delete”; e.g., “s+ + s” implies “insert s+ 
into S” and “f t F” implies “delete ,f out of F.” 
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ALGORITHM. 
Stepl: q:=O;F:={l):G:=jO,....O};S:=jO~; 
c:=c,e={c”‘li6/); 
ISC := { (0. 8’)) ,,. (0 c’“‘,); 3 3 1 
Step 2: F, := F,v := 0; Sv := .Sv := 0; 
for every fe F do 
begin 
s := Deg(f); 
calculate d:=f[u],: 
if d = 0 then begin .f- F,,; s + S,. end; 
else begin .f+ F,v; s -+ S, end; 
end; 
Step 3: if S, = 0’ then goto Step 6; 
Step 4: for each c E C do 
begin 
s )4m’.:= ;SESl.Y>y-CJ;S,,~, := jsESls<q-c); 
end; [Remark: either S,, --( or S,,-, is empty.] 
Step 5: for each fe F,v with Deg( f)=s~S,+ do 
begin 
C,,~,:=(cEC~C~9-.s);C,y~,:=(CECIC<q-s~; 
[Remark: Either C,,-, or C,,- s is empty.] 
if C,,-,#@ then 
begin 
/‘+ :=h(,f; g) for any gEG s.t. c=Ord(g)-Deg(g)~C,,~,; 
/‘:=,f’; 
end; 
if C ,,m,#O then 
begin 
for each CE C,,_ ~ do 
if I,,, <EI,,,-, and I,=,-,EI,:, ~ .ruI,.,qm.v+r then 
begin 
,f+ :=h(f, g) for gcG with c=Ord(g)-Deg(g); s+ :=q-c; 
for each ill,,,-,. do 
for each t~s~n.S, s.t. i=i(r,c), s<q-tdo 
(S+,q-f)-+ISC; 
for each isI,=,m, do 
begin 
for each t~s~n.S, s.t. i=i(t,c), s<q-tfe’do 
if C,nC,,_,=@ then (s+,q-f)+ISC 
elseforeacha~C,nC2q~,do(.~+,a)+ISC; 
for each a E C, s.t. i = i(s, a), q-c-e’ < a do 
ifS,nS,nS,,_.=@ then (s+,a)-+ISC 
elseforeach r~S,,,nS,nS,,~,do (s+,q-l)+ISC; 
end; 
f’ +F;s+ -ss; gtc; c-c; (*,c)tZSC; 
end; 
if C ,,m,Q#C then 
for each CEC/C,~~, do 
if I ,,y-,.&Is.ymI-eand I,,,-,c_I,:,-,and 
I- CI. 7-y-c - ,.y-L -I VI,,,-,+, then 
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begin 
./+ := h(f, g); s- := max(9 - c, s); 
for each ill,,, ~ do 
foreach reSNnS,.s.t. i=i(t,c),s<q-tdo 
(s+,9-I)*ISC; 
for each i~l,,~~~ do 
for each a E C, s.t. i = i(s, a), 9 - c <a do 
(Sf. a) * ISC; 
for each ill,=, ~( do 
begin 
for each t E S,v n S, s.t. i = i(t, c), s < 9 - / + e’ do 
if C,nC,,-,= 0 then (s+,q-t)-+ISC 
else for each UE C, A C,, ~, do (s+, a) + ISC; 
for each a E C, s.t. i = i(.~, a). 9 - (’ - e’< a do 
ifS,,,nS,nS,,,~,,=@then(s+.a)+/SC 
elseforeachrESNnS,nS,U..do 
(.s+,q-l)-tIsc; 
end; 
f t F, .F + s; (3. * ) + IX; 
f-G;q-s-C’; 
end; 
end; 
Step 6: 9 :=9+ 1; if 9 < ,.p then goto Step 2 else stop. 
EXAMPLE 4. For the 30 array u = up, p = (5,0, I), shown in Fig. 2, part 
of the computation by Algorithm is shown in Table I. At q = 0, (2, 0, 0), 
(0, 1, l), (1,2, l), and (2,3,0), we have d(~~)#d(~~+‘). For example, the 
polynomials 4’ + x + 1, z + 1 have order (0, 1, l), and, at q= (0, 1, l), from 
the calculations of max(s, q - c): 
max(s, q-c) G u+ I 0 0 0 
(-1, I, 1) (1, -35, -x) (-K&2, -ic) (-,r, -K’,2) 
ytx+l (0. 1,O) (0. 1. 1) (1, 130) (0,X 0 1 
:+l (0, 0. 1) (l,O,l) - (0,0,2) 
we have 
(~(y+x+1)-r).~.Y++,(y(~~+x+1)~)y~+)!+1,(x(z+1)=)xz+x, 
(z(,+x+ 1)+x(x+ l)+)yz+z+X+ I, (Z(z+1)=)2+ZEF+ 
c VALPOL( zJ’ + I), 
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TABLE I 
Example of Computation 
(Application of Algorithm to the 3D Array Shown in Fig. 1) 
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Iteration Point F G C 
0 
1 
6 
7 
10 
11 
30 
35 
62 
(0.0, 0) 
(1,O.O) 
(2.0, 0) 
(1, 1,O) 
(0, 1, 1) 
(O*O, 2) 
(0. 3, 1) 
(0, 1,3) 
(L4.0) 
1 0” (-1. tc, m)” 
0” (co, ~ 1, z)” 
0” (m a, - 1)” 
.I? 1 (0.0, 0) 
1 
z 
x+ 1 
? 
-+l L 
s’+.x+l 
? 
-+I 
.u”+x+l 
.v+x+ 1 
Zfl 
.u’+v+l 
xy + 1 
.v’+y+1 
xz+u 
Jz+z+.u+l 
z=+r 
1 (0, 0, 0) 
Is + 1 (l,O, 0) 
x+ 1 (1,O.O) 
x + 1 (l,O,O) 
,v+x+ 1 (0.0, 1) 
-+l i (0, 130) 
x’+z+y+ I y’+z+x+l Cl>& 1) 
xy+z+) xz+y+x (0,2,0) 
,lJ+z+y+ 1 
yz + ?’ + 1 
r’+z+x+l 
.-2+2+J’+ 1 g+z+x+ 1 (l,O, 1) 
xy + 2 + y  x2 + y  + x (O,L 0) 
y’+z+y+l 
yz+y+l 
-:+g 
x2+z+y+l $+‘+x+ 1 (LO. 1) 
$+z+y+1 xy+r+y (1, TO) 
4’z+y+l 
2 + .v2 
y  In this table, these data are not shown at all points except here. 
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FE. 13. The independent point set d(u”) of the 3D array up in Fig. 2 
where -+ implies “reducing w.r.t. the other polynomials in F+” 
(Buchberger, 1985). Consequently, we have F+ = {x2 + x + 1, X.V + 1, 
$+y+l, x:+x, y,-+:+x+1, z’+,-} for q+1=(0,0,2). At 
p = (5,0, 1 ), we have the final result 
which turns out to be the reduced Groebner basis of the ideal Z(U) for the 
triply periodic array mentioned in Example 1, where the independent point 
set d(u) is shown in Fig. 13. 
Now we consider the complexity of the algorithm under the assumption 
that 1 and WI are bounded. About the space complexity, at each iteration, 
we need the storage for F, S, G, C, ISC as well as either S,, ( or 
S for each ~EC and either C,,+, or C,, for each s E S. Thus, we 
ha;e ‘the total space complexity of order O(i(l+ m)n IdI + Im) 1 pi) < 
O(((l+m)n IPI +/MI IPI) = 0( I pi’), where /pi is the size of the given 
array u = up. About the time complexity, at each iteration, we have 
(1) O(ln 141) to calculate all n=f[u],; 
(2) O(lmn) to obtain S,, (. S,, <, C,, ,, and C,, .,; 
(3) O(lm) to update ISC; 
(4) O(ln 141) for the Berlekamp procedures. 
Thus. we have 
THEOREM 3. [f I := IFI and m := (Cl are bounded, then the total time and 
space complexity of Algorithm applied to an array of size k is of order O(k2). 
6. THE COMPLETE CLASS FF(u”) 
In this section, we restrict W(u) to be the class of minimal polynomial 
sets F composed of “manic” polynomials f in “reduced normal form” in the 
sense that for any .fe F, Tfs {Deg(f) ) u d(F), where such reduction can 
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be made as in the Groebner basis algorithm (Buchberger, 1970, 198.5; 
Sakata, 1981). Then, we have 
THEOREM 4 (Uniqueness of FEFF(zP)). Let FEFF(u~). jFF(up)J = 1 
iff 
u P%(f) + A(ur)) E zr, /tF 
or in other words. 
max,(Deg(f)+Ord(g)-Deg(g)IfEF, gEG) cTp, 
where max,f...) is the maximum (w1.r.t. < T) element of the set {...}. 
THEOREM 5 (The complete class FF(zP)). Let FE FF(u”) and A = d(up) 
be a minimal pol.ynomial set and the independent point set of up; G and 
C = {c = Ord( g) - Deg( g) I g E G> are a maximal ex-polynomial set and 
the maximal ex-point set, where A = Tc CT C,, = CO/C,. For any F’ E FF(up), 
,f’ E F’ with Deg(f’) = Deg(f) = s is qf the form 
where h, E K[z], Deg(h,) GT qp := s + Ord( g) - Deg( g) - p, and 
G, := {gEG/s+Ord(g)-Deg(g)kpl. 
(For the proof of Theorem 4, see Appendix 3. Once Theorem 4 has been 
established, the proof of Theorem 5 is almost the same as in the 2D case 
(Sakata, 1989)) 
EXAMPLE 5. For the 3D array in Fig. 2 and p = (0, 3, l), FE FF(zP), 
and the corresponding ex-polynomial set G are given respectively by 
(See Table I.) For f = yz + y + 1 E F with s = Deg(f) = (0, 1, I), G, is a 
singleton { g}, where g = xz + y + x and s + Ord( g) - Deg( g) = (0, 3, 1) = p. 
Thus, 
{f+crgIcrEGF(2)}={yz+y+l, yz+.~z+s+l} 
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is the complete set of polynomials f’ st. Deg(f’)=s and f’ E 
VALPOL(uP). Similarly, for f= y3 + z + y + 1 with s = Deg(f) = (0, 3, 0), 
G,= {g}= {y*+=+x+l}, where s+Ord(g)-Deg(g)=(1,3, l)>p. 
Thus, 
is the complete set of polynomials f’ s.t. Des(f) = s and ,f’ E 
VALPOL( u”). 
About the relationship of a minimal polynomial set F to the Groebner 
basis, we have 
THEOREM 6. Let FE FF(u*“) and A = A(u*p). If 
u (Deg(f)+A)zCP, ftf 
then F is a Groebner basis. 
COROLLARY 3. FE FF(u”) is a Groebner basis of an ideal I iff there 
exists a perfect array o s.t. Fc VALPOL(u) and I= Z(u). 
(The proof of Theorem 6 is also quite the same as in the 2D case 
(Sakata, 1989)) 
Remark. In Example 4, the final result FE FF(up), p = (5,0, 1 ), is a 
Groebner basis as mentioned above. We note that the condition of 
Theorem 6 has not been satisfied yet at this point p, though the condition 
for uniqueness (Theorem 4) is satisfied. It is conjectured that, if the unique- 
ness condition is fullfiled at p, then fe FF(up) is a Groebner basis of the 
ideal Z(u) defined by a perfect array v s.t. up = up. 
For any FE FF(up) which satisfies the condition of Corollary 3, we can 
construct an nD linear feedback shift register (LFSR) which is charac- 
terized by the polynomials of F. 
EXAMPLE 6. The polynomial set F= {x’ + z + y + 1, y3 + 2 + y + 1, 
yz+ v+ 1, z2 + y’} E FF(uP) of Example 4 characterizes a 3D LFSR shown 
in Fig. 14, which has three kinds of shift clocks corresponding to x-, .v-, 
and z-shifts of any 3D array, where .Y = X, , y = x2, : = x3. It has two layers 
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output 
A 
I A B C 
a 
C 
e 
b 
c 
f  
AC AD 
a D 9 
a 
c- sy--@=e 
A 
2nd layer 
(z=l) p 0 
b 
d- sP- f  
n x-shift 
b y-shift 
t z-shift 
FIG. 14. A 3D linear feedback shift register. 
of storage devices S1, . . . . S, numbered according to the total order < T, 
where the first and second layers correspond respectively to z = 0 and 1, 
and the current contents of the storage devices represent a state. As either 
of the x-, y- and z-shift clocks advances by one unit of time, the 
corresponding state transition occurs; i.e., the contents of the storage are 
updated by feeding the new values through the corresponding connection 
lines. The state transition matrices determined by F are 
643/W?-8 
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T,= 
T,,. = 
T, = 
-01001011 
10000000 
01000010 
01000011 
00100000 
00001010 
00010000 
-0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
00010100 
00000011 
10010100 
00000100 
01000011 
00100000 
00000001 
00001000 
00100000 
00001000 
00100100 
10000000 
00001001 
00010100 
01000000 
00000011 
After i x-shifts, j y-shifts, and k z-shifts, the content of the storage device 
S, takes the value ulik of the triply periodic array, where the value uDk is 
independent from the order of these (i+ j + k) times shifts. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Our algorithm has computational complexity of order O(k2) for an nD 
array which has nD periodicity of size k. In particular, one can apply the 
algorithm to find a Groebner basis of the ideal defined by a given set of 
zeros. For an array which neither has any periodicity nor satisfies any LR 
relation, our algorithm might not have much importance. Our objective is 
to disclose any significant structure, in particular any LR relations which 
are incorporated into the given array. 
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APPENDIX 1: NOTATION 
We use the following variables: 
i, j, k 1, m 
x, Y, P, 4, r, s, 6 c, a 
4 v, w 
.A g, W-',f',f* 
S, T, C, r, A 
F,G,F’ 
and the notation: 
K 
n 
I := { 1, 2, . . . . n} 
-r- (z 1, z2, .a*, z,) 
i:z] := K[z,, . . . . z,] 
Z 
ZO 
c:=z 
c, := zl; 
eieZO 
<T(dT) 
< (<I 
q+l 
XI 9 x2, “‘, x, 
z-~:=z;l,-~...z: 
2: 81.: 1; 
c, := {XEC,IS<X} 
c;:= (xEz,~s~x<.p} 
cp := cg 
Es := USESL‘S 
rc:= (xE&(X~C} 
sf = De(f) 
OrKf 1 
up 
integers 
n-tuples of nonnegative integers 
n-dimensional (nD) arrays over a field K 
n-variate polynomials E K[z} 
(finite) subsets of L’, (or of C) 
finite subsets of K[z] 
a field 
dimension (a positive integer) 
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n-tuple of independent variables 
the n-variate polynomial ring over the field K 
the set of integers 
the set of nonnegative integers 
the set of all n-tuples of integers 
the set of all n-tuples of nonnegative integers 
the i-th unit vector 
the total ordering over C, 
the partial ordering over L,, 
the next point of q (w.r.t. < T) 
the first, second, . . . . n th components of 
XECO 
power product 
values of arrays 24, v, w  
coeffkients of polynomials fi g, h 
(sometimes, rc:= {x~Clx<c}) 
the support of u 
the set of points corresponding to the non- 
zero terms off 
degree off 
order off 
an array defined over CP 
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VALPOL(u) 
I(u) 
A,(u) 
A(u) 
c’i’ = (cj”), 
c, := {C’“liEZ} 
s+c 
i = i(s, c) 
FF(u“) 
FE FF(uy) 
G 
s 
c 
c,:= {cECIS+c} 
s,.:= {sEsls+c} 
S+C 
F+ E FF(d’+‘) 
G+ 
s+ 
C+ 
s+A(u) := {s+.xlx~A(u)). 
the set of all valid polynomials for u 
the maximum ideal for a perfect array u 
the excluded point set of u 
the independent point set of u 
where cf”= - 1, c:‘)= cc (j# i) 
s is adjoined to c, i.e., there exists i E I 
s.t. i = i(s, c) 
s, = ci + 1 and sj < c, (j # i) 
the class of minimal polynomial sets for uy 
a minimal polynomial set of uy 
a maximal ex-polynomial set of uy 
the minimal degree set of uy 
the maximal ex-point set of uy 
S is adjoined to C 
a minimal polynomial set of ~4~ + ’ 
a maximal ex-polynomial set of uy + ’ 
the minimal degree set of z/‘+ I 
the maximal ex-point set of u4+’ 
APPENDIX 2: PROOFS OF LEMMAS 
Proof of Lemma 1. Let f, gE VALPOL(u) and h E K[z]. From the 
linearity of LR relations, it is clear that f-t g E VALPOL(u). On the other 
hand, the left-hand side of the LR relation hf[u], = 0 is decomposed into 
the sum of terms 
c c f;,~,U,+r~li+.r)=Ci~r,fiU+u~r+~-i~ 
ytr+r, 
where c E K, Deg(f) = s, Deg(h) = t, and r E Z:‘+ I. The right-hand expres- 
sion vanishes for any x E Z, + s s C, ~ r + , . Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 2. We may assume that q > s, since otherwise 
Lemma 2 is trivial. Let t = Deg( g) < q - s for some g E VALPOL(uY+ ’ ). By 
the assumption, we have 
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and 
from which it follows that 
-(l/f,) c fvq+-s 1.E/-,/(A) 
=(ll(f,g,)) c .fv c grUr+,+y-r--fT (A3) 
yt r//f.‘) rtF*/(tj 
since y+q-.sfZ, r q + * for Y E I-,-/(s > in view of t < q - s. Upon interchange 
of the order of summation, the right-hand side of (A3) becomes 
where the first and second equalities follow from (Al) and (A2), respec- 
tively, since Y + q - t E 2, y+’ for r E J’,/(t). The result contradicts the last 
inequality of (Al). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Let x E ,X,/C, and yeZO s.t. xd y. Then, 
y E C,/Z,, since otherwise x E 2,. Thus, for the set C of all maximal points 
in C,/C,, we have C,/C, = fc, where we allow some infinite points with 
several coordinates equal to 00 as maximal points. The converse part can 
be proved similarly. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 4. For any x E X:,, there exists either s E S satisfying 
p - x 3 s or c E C satisfying p - x < c. Therefore, C, c r, ~ s u Z’, _ c. Since 
r p~SnCp-C=/21,~:olrp~~s=Cp-Cn~~. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 5. Let f ‘, f’ E F s.t. f I #f *. Then, if the S-polynomial 
Spolynomial (f’, f*) is reduced to a nonzero normal form g s.t. 
Deg( g) E d(F), it is easy to see that g E VALPOL(u), since u is perfect and 
g is a linear combination (with polynomial coefficients) of polynomials 
in F. The result contradicts the minimality of F. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 6. It is easy to see that Deg(h) = r. Furthermore, we 
have 
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which follows from the inclusion Cg z z,f and x - p + q E Cy for x E Cp in 
view of 
where the last inequality is valid, because, for s, t E C, and a a E C := Z” st. 
st,t, s+a, t+a~z~, we haves+a<.t+a. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 7. s + E LO jr, _ sN in view of Lemma 2. For any t E S 
s.t. s+ <q-t, we have tES,, since t<q--s+<q-s, sESN. Let 
sc E TyPs n (C,/T,- sN). Then, s+ d q - t for some t E S. But, from t E S,, 
it follows that S+ E f, msN, which is a contradiction. Therefore, 
s+ E c,/Z,-.,. Thus, in view of Lemma 4, there exists c E C s.t. s+ 3 q-c. 
From s + > s, it follows that s + 2 max(s, q - c). On the other hand, since 
max(s, q - c) is minimal in C, n (Zo/fq ~ sN), we have s + = max(s, q - c), 
where s + = q - c only if q - c > s. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 8. (Sufliciency ) From s < q - c, Zscy _ ( # (21 and 
q - c E zs/S. In view of q - c E CO/r,- s c CO/ry-sN, we have 
q-cEC,+/S. First, let ieZ,,, .(. Then, there exists t E S, st. i = i(t, c), 
t < q -3. Thus, tE S,. On the other hand, q,-ci-ej=q,- t,, and 
q, - c, < qj - t,, j # i. Therefore, q - c - e’ < q - t. Thus, q - c - e’ E f y ~ sN. 
Second, let ieZ,=,- ~. Then, there exists either aE C, s.t. i = i(s, a), 
q-c-e’<a or tES,,nS, s.t. i=i(t,c), tdq-s+e’. In the first case, 
q-c-e’Er,, and, in the second case, we have q-c-e’<q- t. Thus, 
q-c-e’Er,-s,. Consequently, q - c is minimal in C,+/S. 
(Necessity) Trivially, q - c > s for some s E S,. We have the following 
two cases: 
(1) For ~EZ~<~~~, let q - c - e’ E Zc u Z, ~ Sh. First, let s < q - c - 
e’ E Z,. Then, for some a E C, s < a, which is impossible. Consequently, we 
have q-c-e’ErypSN. Thus, sdq-c-e’dq-t for some tES,,,. From 
t < c + e’, it follows that i = i( t, c) and t E S,.. Therefore, i E Z,.., --S. 
(2) For i E Zs=y-c, let q - c - ei E Zc u fyPssN. First, let 
q - c - ei E Zc. Then, for some a E C, s - e’ 6 a, from which it follows that 
a l C,, i = i(s, a). Consequently, i E Zs;y ~ ~ ~ p. Second, let q - c - ei E r, ~ sN. 
Then, q - c - e’< q - t for some t G S,. From t G c + ei, it follows that 
i=i(t, c) and tES,.. Therefore, iEZ,..q-s+r. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 9. (Sufficiency) We have only to consider the following 
three cases: 
(1) For ~EZ~>~-<, there exists a E C, s.t. i = i(s, a) and q - c d a. 
(2) For iEZ A<“-(‘) there exists t E S,. s.t. i = i( t, c) and s d q - t. 
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(3) For i~l~=~~~, either there exists a~ C, s.t. i= i(s, a) and 
q-c-e’<< or there exists YES,. n S, s.t. i= i(t, c) and s-e’<q- t. 
In the first case, we have q,-c,-ejda,, j# i= i(s, a) and 
q, - ci - 1 < si - 1 = a,; sj - ei < aj for any j E I. Thus, r - e’ < a. Therefore, 
r-e’$C,+. In the second case, we have q-c-e’<q-t, since 
q, - ci - et = qi - ti and qj - cj d qj - rj, j # i. Thus, r - e’ d q - t. Therefore, 
r -e’#C,+. In the third case, the above relations hold similarly. 
(Necessity) From r #s, q-c, we have Zs,ypc # @, Z,~<y~.~ # @. 
Trivially, s E S,. Now we consider the following three cases: 
(I) For ~EZ~,~-~, r-ee’ETcury-sSN, since r is minimal in 2,+/S. 
First, let r - e’ < q - t for some t E S,. Then, we have q - c < q - t and so 
t < c, which is impossible. Consequently, r - ei < a for some a E C. Then, in 
view of q-c< r-e’<a, we have q-c<a. On the other hand, we have 
s: - 1 d ai and sj d a,, j # i, from which it follows that a E C, and i = i(s, a). 
(2) For ~EZ.~<~-~, r - ei E Zc u Z, _ .+,. First, let r - ei E Zc. Then, 
for some a EC, s 6 a, which is impossible. Consequently, we have 
r-eisryPs,. Thus, s < r - ei 6 q - t for some t E S,,,. On the other hand, 
since q - c < r < q - t + e’, t < c + e’. Therefore, ti < c, + 1 and t, < cj, j # i, 
from which it follows that ti = ci + 1, t E S,., and i = i( t, c). 
(3) For iEZs=qpl, r-eiEZCuZ’y--SN. First, let r-ee’ETc. Then, 
s- e’d a for some UE C, from which it follows that a E C,, i= i(s, a). 
Second, let r - ei E r, _ SN. Then, q-c-e’<q-t for some YES,. From 
t < c + e’, it follows that t, = ci + 1, t E S,., and i = i( t, c). Q.E.D. 
APPENDIX 3: PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
Let S = { Deg(f) lf~ I;} and A = A(zP). Assume that there exists a manic 
polynomial f’ E VALPOL(uP) s.t. f’ #f~ F, Z,l G A‘[s] and Deg(f’) = 
Deg(f) = s. Let qECP be the point where A, := A(uy) c Ag+ 1 := A(uq+‘) 
= A. From the assumption, we have a nonzero polynomial h :=f’ -f, 
which has t := Deg(h) E A and r := Ord(h) cT p. Since, for s <x cT p, 
we have p - s + t dT r. Thus, p - s dT r - t. Therefore, there exists f * E F 
with Deg(f *) = a E S s.t. a < r - t. Now, we have the two cases: 
(1) In case of r<.q, f*EVALPOL(Uqf’)~VALPOL(u’+‘). But, 
in view of Lemma 2, there exists no h E VALPOL(u’+ ‘) s.t. Deg(h) < r - t. 
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(2) In case of q cT r( < T p), the polynomial h with Deg(h) = 
TV d(uP) has order between q and p, which, by the definition of q, 
contradicts the fact that each element of any minimal polynomial set 
having order between q and p must have degree equal to some s E S. 
Q.E.D. 
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